Dear Parents/Carers
In response to the ever-changing circumstances, we have been continuing to populate the online
curriculum with resources to ensure we can continue a high-quality online curriculum as students will
have used during the last academic year. To ensure we can continue to do so we have utilised the
technology at our disposal and have designed an online curriculum that this letter will outline all of the
key features of and highlight how students should access and utilize this facility during the school
closure as a result of government direction or when self-isolating.
From September all students have had access to Office 365 which consists of all Microsoft’s key
software. Most importantly: Word, PowerPoint, SharePoint and Teams. All these 365 tools will be vital
to your child’s progress during this time. Firstly, it is important to note that your child can access all
these features by following the simple instructions in the attached tutorial below:
In the event of a closure or self-isolation your child will have access to our Online Curriculum from
Microsoft Share Point. We have carefully arranged resources from PowerPoints to worksheets as well as
directed students to Seneca Learning where necessary. It is important to note that work will vary
depending on the subject and the nature of the work that is possible to complete at home for example
in PE it is hard for the same experience to be delivered in the home environment.
As work is accessed and completed each student will have access to a folder that is shared with their
teacher via Microsoft Teams. This will need to be in the ‘class notebook’ tab in Microsoft Teams and will
act as their exercise book during this time, please note this is only accessible by the student and teacher.
It is important that each time a new topic or piece of work is completed in this document that it is
dated, and a learning objective is written or title to identify what topic the work is around. Where the
work directed is on Seneca Learning this will not be necessary. Work from each teacher will be directed
and set on Microsoft Teams much like our current approach with homework, discussions and teacher
support can be accessed through Microsoft Teams where each student will be part of a team that will
replicate their class and the teacher will interact with the students during the lesson as per the
timetable. Students are more than welcome to use this facility out of these hours but can expect a reply
during the hours above.
Key contacts for students during such a time are crucial. Should students need support of a more
personal and tailored nature where the conversation may need to be between teacher and student and
not for whole class discussion this can be done via Microsoft Outlook. Staff emails can be found on the
school website. This should be used appropriately and where it is not this will be logged and the schools
behaviour policy will be applied. As stated earlier in this letter these are complex times and we hope this
letter communicates explicitly how although not in school our intent to deliver an ambitious curriculum

offer for every child continues and we will continue to keep you aware of the changes via our online
curriculum and on social media platforms should a closure of whatever nature occur.
Thank you for your support.
Yours Sincerely,
Mr Jack Worton
Assistant Headteacher

Microsoft Office 365 Instructions:
Signing In
Username: This is the year the child enrolled in school please see the table below:
Year Group
Enrollment Year
Email Address.
5
20
20firstnamesurname@ridgewaysecondary.org.uk
6
19
19firstnamesurname@ridgewaysecondary.org.uk
7
18
18firstnamesurname@ridgewaysecondary.org.uk
8
17
17firstnamesurname@ridgewaysecondary.org.uk
9
16
16firstnamesurname@ridgewaysecondary.org.uk
10
15
15firstnamesurname@ridgewaysecondary.org.uk
11
14
14firstnamesurname@ridgewaysecondary.org.uk
Password: This is the password each pupil uses to log onto computers in school.

Logging into Office.com

1) Click on the top right corner where it says sign in.

Finding your work:
You will then see the following home screen.

Click on Share Point.
If you can't see share point in the list however please click on all apps and find it within the list.

Microsoft Share Point:

1) In the search bar top left, please search “Online Curriculum”.

2) Select in the search results “Online Curriculum”.

3) Once selected choose your appropriate year group followed by the subject you wish to complete
work for as set by the subject teacher on teams.

Contacting staff in school.
Microsoft Teams:
1) Select Teams from the home screen in office 365 home screen.

2) Once in Teams, select the team's icon in the tab bar on the left.

3) Choose a team by clicking on the square which will open the chat. Type in the conversation bar and
press the arrow to send.

Recording work in Teams.
Students work will be recorded, in class notebook as can be seen in the tabs in the team across the top.
If you click on this tab you will be taken to a ‘one note’ file where each student can complete the work
directed in the chat. This file can only be seen and edited by that individual student and teacher.

Each child has a class notes document to edit which will act as their exercise book. This will be only
accessible by teacher and student and will be regularly monitored.

Work will be automatically saved in this area and teachers will check work is completed on a regular
basis.

